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Late 1800s. Competition in large cities 
1890s. Edison(DC) v Westinghouse (AC) 
Early 1900s. integrated franchised monopolies 
cost-of-service regulation  
capital investment optimization  
limited access to transmission  

1965 Blackout. Teller: “need sensors, communications, 
computers, displays and controls  
1970s. Fuel price increases result in pass through  

Early History of  
US Electric Regulation 



cost-of-service, fuel cost pass-through and reliability 
issues create almost no incentive to optimize the 
commitment and dispatch.   
 
better software for optimal dispatch displaces more 

capital investment -- arguably a negative incentive 
 
The result was billions $/yr in forgone cost savings  

 
century old neglect stunted the investment in optimization 
Benefit/cost > 100 (maybe > 1000)  

Result of the First Century 



Pre-1999, Mixed Integer Programs  
MIP can not solve in time window 
Lagrangian Relaxation leaves a duality gap 
solutions are usually infeasible  
Over simplifies generators; no transmission switching 

1999 Unit commitment conference and book 
Bixby demonstrates MIP improvements using CPLEX 

2005 PJM adopts MIP for market software  
2015 All ISOs have adopted MIP  Annual Savings > $2 B/tr 

 

Power Markets and MIP 
the early years 

Let me tell you how it will be 



 Late 1900s. markets and competition evolves 
Open access required 
ISOs form 

 
Today ISOs dominate the competitive markets 
Energy and ancillary services 
Capacity market 
Transmission rights markets  
Transmission entry competition 

 
 

Open Access and Competition 



 
 

Wind, solar, batteries,  
flexible generators  
70% of generator failures are 

weather relative 
Need flexibility  
Where is the peak? 
First contingency is weather  
Wind, sunshine 
temperature, humidity   
 

New Markets New Technologies 
New Weather  



Optimization  
Time Scales 



 Four main ISO Auctions  
 Real-time: for efficient dispatch (every 5 minutes) 
 Day-ahead: for efficient unit scheduling (daily) 
 Generation Capacity: to ensure generation adequacy and 

cover efficient cost recovery (annual) 
 Transmission rights (FTRs): to hedge transmission 

congestion costs (annual) 
 Transmission Planning and Investment (annual) 

 Competition, cooperation and eminent domain  
 All use approximations due to software limitations 

ISO Markets  
and Planning 



 primary objective is market efficiency (societal benefits)) 
No ‘single market-clearing price’  
Need multi-part pricing 
Internalize externalities  
Market power needs mitigation (cost-based offers) 

Secondary objective: good incentives and prices 
The distribution of benefits is a separate problem 
Non-confiscatory and revenue neutral  
Incentives for efficient bidding (important) 
Incentives for efficient investment  
Investment signals are noisy  
 

 
Non-convex Auction 
Market Economics 



Physics of AC power (non-convex over complex algebra) 
Traditional approximations and ‘good utility practice’ 
Reliability rules imply economic values 
VOLL is between $4,000 and $10,000/MWh  

Misguided objectives:  
Volt-Var optimization  
Minimize losses 

 Introduction of new technology is not the internet model. 
 Entry must run the gantlet of educational inertia, 

bureaucracy and lack of large-scale testing on real data 

 
 
 
 

Electrical engineering 
myths and shibboleths 



close approximation to the actual physics 
5 minute dispatch 
Much can happen in 5 minute dispatch 
Co-optimization of reserves, AGC  
Governor and inertia response are unpaid 
Load inertia provides frequency balancing  
Stochastics: weather, equipment failure 

 
Separate pricing run for deviations from the day-ahead 
market to better allocate make-whole costs 

 

Real-time ISO Market  



 
 
Residual unit commitment after the day-ahead market 
May be run several times  

 
RT look ahead up to 4 hours (fewer units to commit) 

 
Make-whole guarantee for commitment 

 

Residual Unit Commitment 
Markets 

and Look-ahead Planning 



24 connected hourly financial markets  

with a non-priced 24 hour horizon 

To optimally position units  

Financial market participants  

keep the market honest  and  

discover flaws in market design 

Separate pricing run to better allocate make-whole costs 

Scarcity pricing (Hogan/ERCOT) improves pricing 

 ISO market prices used to cash out financial markets 
 

Day-ahead  ISO Market 



Objective is to allocate make-whole costs  and ancillary 
service costs based on causality in time and space 
Units at minimum operating level  have  
marginal costs ≥ LMP 

Pricing run  
Relax minimum operating level  
Include average incremental costs (including startup 

and no-load) in objective function  
Problems 
Price separation without congestion 
Artificial ramp rate constraints 

Pricing Run  



 
Currently transmission is passive  

 
Competitive entry (Order 1000) 

 
Transmission participation in the markets 
Incentivized operation and maintence 
Submit a dynamic supply curve to ISO markets   

 
System Operator 
Topology optimization 
Dynamic capacity allocation like pumped storage  

 

Transmission Participation  
in the Markets 



 
 
4 ISOs have capacity markets;  
3 ISOs do not 
Started up to solve the ‘missing money’ problem 
competitive entry and fixed O&M  
Limited forward  payments 
Steep demand curve 

 
 
 

Capacity ISO Markets 



 
 
Many administrative decisions 
Network model  is simplified to a tree 
Capacity is a club good needs cost allocation rules 
What is the capacity of intermittent generation?  
Steep demand curve is an invitation for market power 
No ramp rate value dispatch interval [min, max]  
Does price-responsive demand  and scarcity pricing 

reduce or eliminate the need for capacity markets?  
 
 
 

Problems with  
Capacity Markets 



Any bid or offer that lower market surplus can be 
considered an exercise of market power 
 
Self-scheduling is either 
Attempt to exercise market power or 
Due to a weak bid or offer design  

 
Without network constraints ISO markets are 

competitive most of the time 
 
network including voltage constraints creates pockets 

with market power 
 
Mitigation: all markets are mitigated to roughly 

incremental costs 
 

Monitoring and Mitigation 



 
 

 Gas-Electric Coordination 

Chicken-egg problem in scarcity 
Buy gas before power auction 
Buy gas after power auction 

 
Scheduling Synchronization 

 
Joint optimization (APRA-E project) 

 
Real-time ISO-type gas market                                     

(FERC staff  report 1989) 
 



End-use markets 
got to get you into my life 

Consumers receive very weak price signals 
monthly meter; ‘see’ monthly average price 

On a peak hour day  
Cost > $1000/MWh 
price < $100/MWh 

 results in market inefficiencies and  
 inefficient purchase decisions.   

smart appliances and smart meters 
real time pricing 
Price-responsive demand 
Result: Large two-sided market!!!!!!!!! 

He's as blind as he 
can be just sees what 
he wants to see 



 

 
1.. Formulate the distribution factor (DF) unit commitment 

2. Solve the unit commitment (SCUC) 

3.  Solve the security constrained economic dispatch (SCED) 

4.  Check for AC reliability, e g, N-1-1, voltage limits 

5.  check for convergence, if so go to step 9  

6.  If not, create linear constraints for ‘violations’ 

7.  add linear constraints to DF  model 

8.  go to 2 or 3 

9.  solve pricing run and post dispatch and prices 
 

 
 
 

 
Day-ahead and Real-time 

Market Process 



Alternating Current  
Optima Power Flow (ACOPF)  

(physics)  



pknm = vnvngs
k + vnvm[gkcos(θnm)+bksin(θnm)] 

qknm = vnvngs
k + vnvm[gksin(θnm)–bkcos(θnm)] 

 
Assume gk << bk, qn= qknm = 0, vn=vm=1, sin(θnm)=θnm 
result  
pknm = bkθnm  
 

Simplify again to distribution factor model  

AC polar Non-convex network 
to “DC” linear 



AC v DC (distribution factor or Bθ) 
DF model is 102 to 103 faster than Bθ 
Better loss approximation 
Introduce reactive power linearization 
RMR choices are weak  
Cut sets are a very rough approximation 
Introduce D-curve and transmission reactive 

approximation 

 
Improving the Approximation 



  

Optimal  
Transmission  
Switching 

http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/3/3a/400px-Circuit_Breaker_115_kV.jpg


 
2000s Fisher Hedman et al get 8 to 25% savings 

for test problems 
2015 in PJM using fast heuristics  
Ruiz etal market switching saves $250 million/year 
Hedman etal corrective switching saves $100 million/year  

In 5 years good solutions are 100 times faster  
Now considered part of the smart grid 
potential for improvements 
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problem current next decade 

Corrective switching little Real-time 

Topology estimator 
Real-time market  Pre-studied Real-time 

day-ahead market  Pre-studied Day ahead 

Maintenance 
scheduling 

none 
 

monthly 

Optimal planning none annual 

http://content.answers.com/main/content/wp/en/thumb/3/3a/400px-Circuit_Breaker_115_kV.jpg


Modeling For Long-term 
Planning 

Epistemology: what do we know about the future? 
All forecasts are wrong; some are useful  
Representation of uncertainty 
Weather (wind, solar, temperature, humidity) 
interactions 

Generator failure is a function of  
Weather 
Maintenance   

 



 

Old  
Forced outage model of 

generation  
Estimating tomorrow’s 

demand with 
temperature forecast 
Estimating long term 

demand with GPD 
forecast 
 

New  
Ramp rate model of 

generation  
Weather forecasts  
temperature  
wind 
cloud cover 

 
 
 

 

stochastic issues 



Decentralized  markets 
Distribution systems generally are trees and 

simple cycle networks  
Smart grids and markets 
Losses can be high, e g,  30%   
Reconfiguration switching  
Locating new assets 

Lowering losses lowers prices on the entire line  
 

 

 
 
 
distribution  
optimization 



 

 
 

 Price-responsive demand  
 Unit commitment for demand 
 Improved look ahead in real-time market  
 Reactive power approximation 
 Transmission supply function 
 Better ACOPF approximation 
Software investments have benefit/cost > 100 or 1000 
Stay true to the theory 
 if not it will come back to haunt you 

Separate market design and entitlement issues. 
 

 
 
 

 

Lessons for US ISO 
Experience 



muchas gracias 
 

¿preguntas? 
 

richard.oneill@ferc.gov 
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